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Abstract
Online communities play a crucial role in disseminating con-
spiracy theories. New theories often emerge in the aftermath
of catastrophic events. Despite evidence of their widespread
appeal, surprisingly little is known about who participates
in these event-specific conspiratorial discussions or how do
these discussions evolve over time. We study r/conspiracy, an
active Reddit community of more than 200,000 users dedi-
cated to conspiratorial discussions. By focusing on four tragic
events and 10 years of discussions, we find three distinct user
cohorts: joiners, who never participated in Reddit but joined
r/conspiracy only after the event; converts who were active
Reddit users but joined r/conspiracy only after the event; and
veterans, who are longstanding r/conspiracy members. While
joiners and converts have a shorter lifespan in the community
in comparison to the veterans, joiners are more active dur-
ing their shorter tenure, becoming increasingly engaged over
time. Finally, to investigate how these events affect users’
conspiratorial discussions, we opted a causal inference based
approach to analyze user comments around the time of the
events. We find that discussions happening after the event ex-
hibit signs of emotional shock, increased language complex-
ity, and simultaneous expressions of certainty and doubtful-
ness. Our work provides insight on how online communities
may detect new conspiracy theories that emerge ensuing dra-
matic events, and in the process stop them before they spread.

Introduction
Dramatic events, such as terrorist attacks or mass shootings,
cause shock and uncertainty in the population at large. The
reasons that lead to these events are often intrinsically com-
plex, and early press coverage may lack clear and defini-
tive evidence. It is no surprise that rumors and speculations
surrounding these events naturally arise, often as attempts
to rationalize the underlying complex phenomena or to deal
with associated feelings of powerlessness (Sunstein and Ver-
meule 2009). Among these speculations, conspiracy theories
are especially dangerous. Conspiracy theories are attempts
at offering alternative explanations to significant events by
referencing to false or unsubstantiated claims (Sunstein and
Vermeule 2009). What makes them particularly dangerous
is their self-sealing quality—any attempt to correct conspir-
atorial claims can be folded into the theory itself—making
Copyright c� 2018, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
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them extremely resistant to correction. Although one could
dismiss them as a deviant phenomenon, half of the Ameri-
can population believes in one or more conspiracy theories
(Oliver and Wood 2014).

Often the inception and diffusion of conspiracy theories
happen online, in well-knit communities of users (Bessi et
al. 2015). Without vetting these conspiratorial ideas with
accurate information, individuals may react—sometimes
radically—to them. One example is the recent shooting by
a man who took it upon himself to investigate #pizzagate,
a fictitious online conspiracy theory that went viral during
the 2016 US Presidential election1. It is therefore imperative
to understand how users in online communities engage in
conspiratorial ideation at the onset of extraordinary events.
While some work has investigated conspiratorial narratives
on specific social media sites, for example Facebook pages
discussing conspiracy news (Bessi et al. 2015), most stud-
ies either report analysis from a single instance of a catas-
trophic event (Koutra, Bennett, and Horvitz 2015) or tracks
user discussions after the event (Starbird 2017). To obtain
an in-depth understanding of user behavior at the time a new
conspiratorial idea gets introduced, we need large-scale lon-
gitudinal analysis of user behavior as new theories surround-
ing an event takes shape. This can help develop effective
strategies to counter conspiracism.

In this paper, we examine users who discuss dramatic
events in a popular online conspiracy theory community—
r/conspiracy. We use a causal inference based longitudinal
analysis approach to study the evolution of users’ tenures in
the community and the effects of the events on their discus-
sion dynamics. This allows us to address several questions.
First, do dramatic events draw new users to the conspiracy
theory community, and are these users different from long-
standing members? Does user engagement with the commu-
nity fade over time, once the recency of an event fades? Fi-
nally, how do dramatic events affect user behavior and reac-
tions at their outset? To answer these questions, we rely on
over 6 million comments spanning over 10 years of discus-
sions in r/conspiracy—a community of more than 200,000
users dedicated to conspiracy theorizing. We track the incep-
tion of new conspiracy theories by focusing on discussions
surrounding four dramatic events. We detect users that dis-

1
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cuss the events on r/conspiracy, analyze their entire activity
histories on Reddit, compare and contrast their long-term en-
gagement within the conspiracy theorizing community, and
layout changes in user behavior after exposure to the emerg-
ing conspiracy theories.

Types of users that discuss dramatic events. We identify
three key user cohorts: joiners, who join Reddit to discuss
the events; converts are existing Reddit users that eschewed
r/conspiracy before the events; and veterans are longstand-
ing members. We find statistically significant differences
among cohorts. Veterans are established and prolific Red-
dit users, especially dedicated to discussion in r/conspiracy,
and in few other related communities. Converts, while sim-
ilar to veterans for their long and abundant contribution
histories on Reddit, seem to be only marginally active in
r/conspiracy. Finally, joiners, despite the shorter timespan
of their activity, craft richer contributions at a higher rate,
and become intensely active over time. This suggests that
although dramatic events attract users from both within and
outside the platform to discuss emerging conspiracy theo-
ries, new adoptees from outside have higher likelihood of
becoming proficient members of the community.

Long-term engagement in the community. We devise
two indices to quantify user engagement in conspiratorial
discussion communities, both inside r/conspiracy and out-
side in other similar conspiracy subreddits. We find that join-
ers remain highly engaged well after the dramatic events.
This gives additional evidence that joiners would eventually
become proficient members of the conspiracist community.
Furthermore, longitudinal analyses show that although both
veterans and converts become more engaged with time, vet-
erans mature into highly engaged members of the commu-
nity, while converts engage only mildly. This suggests that
veterans become increasingly devoted to conspiracy theo-
rizing with increased participation both within r/conspiracy
and other related conspiracy communities.

Changes in user discussions following dramatic events.
Finally, we employ interrupted time seres analysis—a causal
inference method drawn from epidemiology—to assess
changes in user behavior two months preceding and fol-
lowing the selected events. We find consistent patterns in
how user behavior changes in the vicinity of the four events.
Although engagement within r/conspiracy significantly in-
creases after the events, discussions exhibit more negative
sentiment, lower content quality, and signs of doubt and
rationalization. These results offer valuable insights on the
processes of conspiracy theory ideation and adoption.

Literature review
We briefly report on two broad areas of research relevant
to this study: the analysis of individual factors associated
with belief in conspiracy theories, and the study of dramatic
events unfolding in social media.

Individual factors in conspiracy theory belief. Scholars
studying the psychological factors behind conspiratorial be-
liefs, suggest anxiety, paranoia, and feelings of powerless-
ness as the key correlates (see Grzesiak-Feldman 2013). An-
other line of research situates conspiratorial beliefs in the
domain of logic (Clarke 2002; Garrett and Weeks 2017).
In particular, they suggest that the modern conspiracist’s
logical flaws stem from restricted access to information–
a phenomenon called “intellectual isolation”, where peo-
ple’s prior views are strengthened and alternative view-
points are infrequently encountered (Koutra, Bennett, and
Horvitz 2015). Indeed, conspiracy theories, like rumors and
memes often appeal to users situated in these ideological
eco-chambers (Heath, Bell, and Sternberg 2001; Smith and
Leiserowitz 2012). Moreover, the emotional shock that en-
sues following a dramatic event may heighten the precur-
sors of conspiratorial ideation. Drawing upon these studies,
we investigate user dynamics and behavioral changes in a
popular conspiracy theorizing community soon after the oc-
currence of four extraordinary events.

Analyzing reactions to dramatic events in social media.
Studying the production and propagation of conspiracy nar-
ratives online, has attracted the attention of the scholarly
community for several years—(Swami et al. 2011) in the
past and more recently by (Starbird 2017). Studies have
also shown that relying on social media as a news sources
increases the likelihood of conspiracist ideation (Stempel,
Hargrove, and Stempel 2007). Despite ample evidence of so-
cial media fueling conspiracy narratives at the onset of dra-
matic events, we still know very little about how these the-
ories form, evolve, and affect users discussing them. Clos-
est to this study is work analyzing longitudinal changes in
online discussions following dramatic events (Lin and Mar-
golin 2014; Maddock et al. 2015). Dramatic events cor-
respond to bursts in user activity, and conspiracy theory-
related activities seem to follow recognizable patterns. Nat-
ural language expressions—that reflect personality and cog-
nitive processes (Tausczik and Pennebaker 2010)—are es-
pecially useful to characterize how user behavior changes
after the events. Several works investigate changes in public
opinion on gun rights in the aftermath of the Sandy Hook
shooting (Koutra, Bennett, and Horvitz 2015; Benton et al.
2016). In particular, language reveals how online discus-
sions by anti-vaccination proponents exhibit conspiratorial
world-views (Mitra, Counts, and Pennebaker 2016). Find-
ings from this line of research are possibly unique to each
event under study, whereas our current study aims to un-
cover consistent patterns across different events.

Data preparation
Our data preparation phase has multiple steps (see Fig. 1).

Data collection. We study users of r/conspiracy, a subred-
dit (i.e., Reddit community) which counts over 500K sub-
scribers to date. Although it features discussions on a range
of conspiracy theories, it is especially well-suited to study-
ing those on dramatic events. In fact, the subreddit’s own



Figure 1: (Top half) Dramatic events correspond to a high number of newcomers in r/conspiracy. Among r/conspiracy users,
more users post for the first time in r/conspiracy than on Reddit after the Boston bombing. This implies that there must be a
significant number of converts in addition to joiners who enter the community shortly after the event. (Bottom half) Flowchart
detailing how we identify cohorts of users discussing the four events.

definition of conspiracy theory is “a hypothesis that some
covert but influential organization is responsible for a cir-
cumstance or event”—and indeed a significant fraction of
discussions revolve around dramatic events.

We obtained the full set of discussions in r/conspiracy
from a publicly available Reddit dump2. This dataset spans
from the inception of the subreddit in January 2008 to Au-
gust 2017. The same source also provided us with the en-
tire contribution history of r/conspiracy users on Reddit,
consisting of their comments and submissions outside of
r/conspiracy. The resulting datasets includes over 200K ac-
tive users, authoring over 10M submissions and 500M com-
ments overall, of which almost 200K and 6M respectively
are in r/conspiracy.

Selecting discussions on dramatic events. Prior work has
linked bursts in user activity to discussions on emerging
rumors (Maddock et al. 2015; Mitra, Wright, and Gilbert
2017). This inspired us to look at peaks in user activity
to detect dramatic events. Figure 1 shows the time when
r/conspiracy users post for the first time on Reddit and in
r/conspiracy. Both distributions peak at the outset of several
dramatic events. After compiling a list of dramatic events
matching these peaks, we select four events: the Sandy Hook
shooting, the Aurora theater shooting, the take down of
Malaysia Airlines flight MH17, and the Boston marathon
bombing. We focus on these events for three reasons: 1)
r/conspiracy offers high volume of posts at their outset; 2)
they are sufficiently distant in time from one another, miti-
gating the concerns of overlaps; 3) they are semantically di-
verse: their theorized conspiratorial agents span from private
individuals to intergalactic spacecrafts.

Then, we select discussions that refer the four events. We
extract submissions in r/conspiracy, posted after each event,
and whose title matches the regular expressions in Figure
1. We verify through random sampling that a high fraction
of the selected submissions refer to the events. We gather

2available on Google BigQuery: https://bigquery.

cloud.google.com/dataset/fh-bigquery:reddit

the entire comment threads for the selected submissions, and
consider all users appearing in either comments or submis-
sions as discussing the events.

Cohorts of users discussing events. While some events
are the subject of conspiracy theories that will be discussed
for years to come, such as the 9/11 attacks, we are interested
in how newly conceived conspiracy theories develop and im-
pact user behavior. Therefore, we only focus on users that
discuss the events, and whose earliest contribution to those
discussions dates within one month after the event. More-
over, previous exposure to conspiracy theories, as well as
familiarity with community norms, may influence user ex-
pressions. Therefore, we divide users into three cohorts: vet-
erans, that posted in r/conspiracy before the event; converts,
existing Reddit users that join r/conspiracy after the event;
and joiners, that join Reddit one month after the event.

Long-term adopters of conspiracy theories typically be-
lieve in multiple, often contradictory theories (Sunstein and
Vermeule 2009). Veterans allow us to study this segment
of the online conspiracy community because they discuss
conspiracy theories before the events, in addition to the
ones following the events. Moreover, the need to adapt to
community conventions may affect expressions of newcom-
ers (Kiene and Hill 2016). For this reason, we distinguish
converts—users who are new to r/conspiracy but who are
accustomed to Reddit and thus face relatively low entry
barriers—from joiners, novice Reddit users. Figure 1 reports
the cardinality of user cohorts across event.

Finding communities similar to r/conspiracy. Given the
broad scope of r/conspiracy, users may take discussions
about specific conspiracy theories to dedicated communities,
such as r/flatearth. To analyze users’ activity in these ancil-
lary communities, we first need to assess whether they are
related to r/conspiracy. To this end, we adopt a data-driven
measure of semantic similarity (Martin 2017). We estimate
how much closer a community is to r/conspiracy than to a
community for scientific debate—a polar opposite to con-
spiracy theory discussion (Bessi et al. 2015). We choose the



popular r/science as a champion scientific community.
We collect the timelines of all users in r/conspiracy, and

r/science with at least 10 contributions in the two subred-
dits (Reddit limits scraping to 1000 contributions per user).
For each pair of subreddits in the user timelines, we assess
their similarity by measuring whether they share a surpris-
ingly high number of users. We discard pairs sharing less
than 10 users. Finally, we measure surprise through posi-
tive pointwise mutual information.We use this score to mea-
sure similarity between a community and r/conspiracy. We
inspect the 50 communities that are the most and least sim-
ilar to r/conspiracy, and verify that the measure follows hu-
man judgment. Table 1 reports the 10 most similar sub-
reddits (sim (s, c) = similarity between subreddit s and
r/conspiracy).

Types of users who discuss dramatic events
The previous section described how we identify users that
discuss emerging conspiracy theories, and how they can be
divided into cohorts. How do these cohorts differ? In this
section, we introduce measures to characterize user activity
and compute differences across cohorts.

Measuring user profiles. We extract higher-level fea-
tures, that summarize the activity of users throughout their
permanence on Reddit. Prolonged exposure to conspiracy
theory discussion may affect users’ propensity to embrace
new conspiracy theories (Oliver and Wood 2014). A simplis-
tic measure of exposure is user lifespan in r/conspiracy—
the number of seconds between users’ first and last avail-
able contribution in r/conspiracy. Lifespan measures how
long—but not how much—users are active in the commu-
nity. Therefore, we measure their contribution volume in
r/conspiracy, as the total number of submissions and com-
ments made by the user. The content of users’ discussions
also reflects how much effort they put into their contribu-
tions. Are they highly verbose and diverse in their contribu-
tion? Or are they simply repeating themselves? We measure
users’ verbosity as the average number of characters in user
comments. We measure redundancy in their contribution by
finding gzip compression ratio (Stamatatos 2009) of each
user’s comment corpus. The more one user contributes com-
ments that are similar one another, the higher the compres-
sion ratio. How does a user’s activity in r/conspiracy com-
pare to his overall tenure on Reddit? To put a user’s activity
in r/conspiracy into perspective of his overall tenure on Red-
dit, we compute user’s lifespan and contribution volume in
all of Reddit. Next, we observe the multiple memberships
that a user may have by finding the number of subreddits
that a user actively contributes to. Are users highly active
in select communities such as r/conspiracy while only post-
ing occasionally in other communities? To answer this, we
compute membership exclusivity—the disproportion in user
participation across communities—through the Gini index
of subreddit activity.

Who discusses dramatic events in r/conspiracy? Are
there characteristic differences based on when user enter the

Figure 2: Differences between user cohorts. There is no sta-
tistical difference in the contribution volume in r/conspiracy
between joiners and converts, despite the shorter lifespan of
joiners. Joiners also put the most effort in their contribution,
crafting longer, less repetitive comments.

community? Here we compare and contrast the characteris-
tics of our three cohorts across the measures outlined in the
previous section. To validate the statistical differences, we
employ analysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by post-
hoc Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference (HSD) tests, to
account for multiple comparisons: all results presented, un-
less otherwise specified, are significant at p < 0.01 for the
ANOVA test, and p < 0.05 for the Tukey test. Figure 2
shows the means and 95% confidence intervals of user fea-
tures across cohorts.

Joiners contribute the most verbose and the least redun-
dant comments, followed by veterans and converts in order.
Prior work suggests that this verbosity and lexical variety
may be due to the numerous interpretations and pieces of ev-
idence that are part of conspiracy theorizing (Maddock et al.
2015). Through this lens, joiners and veterans are the most
involved in theorizing discussions.

Activity lifespan and contribution volume help better un-
derstand these differences. Veterans remain active for the
longest time on Reddit, and specifically in r/conspiracy (Fig-
ure 2b and 2a). The volume of contribution also follows sim-
ilar trend. Conversely, the joiner cohort is the one with the
shortest lifespan on Reddit, and in r/conspiracy. This may
be unsurprising, considering that joiners become active on
Reddit later, and in r/conspiracy no sooner than other co-
horts. Ultimately, joiners have the least number of contribu-
tions on Reddit. However, despite the much longer lifespan



of converts, there is no statistically significant difference in
the volume of contributions between joiners and converts.

Finally, we contextualize activity in r/conspiracy with par-
ticipation in other subreddits. User activity naturally corre-
lates with the number of subreddits that they are active in.
In order, joiners, converts, and veterans participate in in-
creasing numbers of subreddits, i.e, membership of joiners
< converts < veterans (Figure 2e). Surprisingly, this trend
also replicates in how unequally users distribute their activ-
ity across the subreddits (Pearson’s ⇢ = 0.42, p < 0.001). In
other words, joiners contribute to the fewest subreddits (low
in membership), but are the most similarly active in all of
them (low Gini coefficient denotes low inequality). Veterans
despite being active in multiple subreddits (high member-
ship), still focus their attention on only a few select commu-
nities. The same is true for converts. One possible explana-
tion is that users’ interests do not scale with the number of
subreddits they follow. Instead, they tend to focus their ac-
tivity on a limited number of subreddits. Do these select few
subreddits also foster conspiratorial discussions? We explore
this possibility in the next section.

These results sketch a potential profile of the user cohorts.
Veterans are established and prolific Reddit users, especially
dedicated to discussions in r/conspiracy, and in few other
communities. Converts, while similar to veterans for their
long and prolific tenure on Reddit put lesser effort (lowest
verbosity and highest redundancy), and are only marginally
active in r/conspiracy. Finally, joiners, despite the shorter
timespan at their disposal (lowest lifespan), craft richer con-
tributions (highest verbosity and lowest redundancy). Build-
ing on these observations, next, we discuss how engagement
in the conspiracy theory community evolves over time.

Long-term engagement with the community
Does user’s engagement with the conspiracy theorizing
community change over time following a dramatic event?
To answer this question, we first devise measures to quan-
tify user’s engagement and then map their evolution over the
user’s lifespan.

Measuring engagement. Do users who follow a popular
conspiracy community (r/conspiracy) predominantly con-
tribute to this single community? To investigate this ques-
tion, we devise our first index, engagementin as a rank
normalized measure of user’s contribution in r/conspiracy.
Higher ranks correspond to more contributions. More for-
mally, for each user u:

engagementu
in

=
rank (au

c

)

|Su| (1)

where Su is the set of user u’s subreddits, au
i

is her contri-
butions to subreddit i, and c is r/conspiracy.

While r/conspiracy is the largest conspiracy discussion
community in Reddit, the site hosts multiple other subreddits
for discussing specific conspiracy theories. Thus, it is impor-
tant to capture user’s engagement with conspiratorial discus-
sion communities beyond r/conspiracy. Thus, we devise our
second index, engagementout, which measures how much of

Top 10 subreddits most similar to r/conspiracy

CHEMPRINTS Bilderberg
conspiracyhub greenlight2
WhiteNationalism greenlight
HealthConspiracy OccupyLangley
mysterybabylon moonhoax

Table 1: Subreddits that share the most surprising number of
users with r/conspiracy, sorted in decreasing order of their
similarity score (sim (s, c))

users’ activities outside r/conspiracy are taking place in sim-
ilar conspiratorial communities. First, we compile a list of
communities related to r/conspiracy based on their shared
user base. We detail our similarity score calculation method
in the earlier data preparation section (see Table 1 for a list
of top scored subreddits). Next, we compute the fraction of
the user’s activity in each community, weighted by the com-
munity’s similarity to r/conspiracy:

engagementu
out

=

P
s2S

u\{c} (sim (s, c) · au
s

)
P

s2S

u\{c} a
u

s

(2)

where sim (s, c) is the similarity between subreddit s and
r/conspiracy. Quite surprisingly, we find that the two engage-
ment measures correlate (Pearson’s ⇢ = 0.14, p < 0.001).
Recall that users with high engagementin already have a
large fraction of their contribution in r/conspiracy. The pos-
itive correlation between the two engagement measures im-
ply that their remaining activity is also in similar subreddits,
suggesting that r/conspiracy users tend to contribute to sim-
ilar conspiratorial communities. In particular, veterans show
higher correlation (⇢ = 0.19, p < 0.001), while the correla-
tion is lower for converts (⇢ = 0.07, p < 0.01), and is not
statistically significant for joiners (⇢ = 0.10, p > 0.05).

How does engagement evolve after the events? We in-
vestigate how cohorts engage with the conspiracist com-
munity within and outside of r/conspiracy, throughout their
lifespan. For each user, we divide their comments in time
segments corresponding to 10% of their lifespan, and com-
pute the mean user engagement in each decile. Figure 3
shows the evolution of engagementin and engagementout
throughout users’ lifespans.

First, we look at how engaged users will ultimately be,
after their entire lifespan. The figure shows these values at
its rightmost end. Joiners are highly engaged in the con-
spiracist community both inside and outside r/conspiracy,
although veterans sport the highest values of engagement
in r/conspiracy specifically. Converts are the least engaged
both within and outside r/conspiracy. The temporal evolu-
tion of engagementin further illustrates the differences be-
tween joiners and veterans within r/conspiracy. Joiners re-
main highly engaged throughout their lifespan. Veterans, on
the other hand, show relatively low engagement in the be-
ginning, and become more engaged with time. Converts fol-
low a similar trajectory, but remain less engaged throughout
their lifespan. Finally, engagement in related communities



Figure 3: How engagementin and engagementout evolve dur-
ing the lifespan of users in different cohorts. Veterans and
joiners reach high engagement levels—with the difference
that joiners are highly engaged from the outset. Although
converts also become more engaged with time, they remain
less engaged than veterans and joiners. engagementout in-
creases for all three cohorts.

(engagementout) increases with time for all three cohorts,
wherein joiners show higher values than veterans, and veter-
ans of converts.

It seems joiners are “born,” veterans are “made,” con-
verts “never become” highly engaged members of the con-
spiracy discussion community. This reinforces the results
in the previous section that suggested joiners and veterans
put significant effort in their contributions. Overall, we find
increase in engagement throughout users’ lifespans—which
is consistent with sociological interpretations of conspiracy
theory diffusion (Sunstein and Vermeule 2009). One of the
causes may be self-selection. In particular, joiners, who be-
come members of the conspiracy theory discussion commu-
nity in the wake of dramatic events, may be particularly pre-
disposed to adopt conspiratorial attitudes. Scholars have de-
fined predisposition as a state which when activated makes
an individual respond favorably to the stimulus (Rokeach
1968). Another interpretation is increasing susceptibility to
radicalization. When an individual is ingrained in these com-
munities over long periods of time, they get exposed to new
conspiracy theories. Repeated exposure coupled with lim-
ited access to diverse opinions reinforces their existing con-
spiratorial belief and provides the ideal environment to for-
mulate increasingly radical ideas (Bessi et al. 2015). This
may explain why veterans, who are already members of the
community, become more engaged as dramatic events gen-
erate new conspiracy theories.

Figure 4: Example interrupted time series model, reporting
change in comment polarity for veterans. The model shows
a negative shift in polarity at the time of the event (k

A

< 0),
but a positive change in slope (m

A

> 0) after the event.

Changes in user discussions following
dramatic events

Assessing change after dramatic events. To measure
change in user behavior following a dramatic event, we em-
ploy Interrupted time series analysis (ITS in short). ITS is a
causal inference approach, widely used in epidemiology and
community intervention research to measure the change in
user behavior following an experimental intervention. One
advantage of ITS over alternative methods is that its quasi-
experimental design can control for trends in the variable of
interest that pre-dated the event, allowing causal interpreta-
tion (Biglan, Ary, and Wagenaar 2000). In its simplest form,
an ITS model uses linear regression to estimate three param-
eters: the slope before the intervention, the change in level
at the time of intervention, and the change in slope after the
intervention (see Figure 4). More formally, to measure the
effect of the event on a variable of interest y, our baseline
model uses OLS regression to fit the following model:

y ⇠ k +mt| {z }
before the event

+ H
T

(t)| {z }
at the event

· (k
A

+m
A

t)| {z }
change after the event

where t is the time step in weeks from the event, k and
m are the coefficients for intercept and slope of the variable
before the event, and k

A

and m
A

are the change in level
and slope after the event (note that we denote coefficients
estimating change after the event with subscript A). H

T

is
the step function centered at the time of the event, T .

We also augment the baseline model to control for user
cohorts (Simonton 1977). We introduce a variable �, that se-
lects model coefficients corresponding to the user cohorts.
We use veterans as the reference class in dummy-coding �.
Using reference class is essential to avoid multicollinearity
and to ensure that the model measures cohort specific ef-
fects. By definition, joiners are only active after the event.
Hence, their model only includes variables after the event.
Note that, in our notation, apexes v, c, and j denote user
cohort, respectively veterans, converts, and joiner. The com-
plete model is:

y ⇠ kv +mvt+ H
T

(t) · (kv
A

+mv

A

t)+ ( veterans
+�c · (kc +mct+ H

T

(t) · (kc
A

+mc

A

t))+ ( converts

+�j · ( H
T

(t) · (kj
A

+mj

A

t)) ( joiners



engagement interaction quality

engagementin score
engagementout readability

delay
argumentation function words
interrogative beginnings emotional response

insight sentiment polarity
causation death
certainty biological processes
assent inhibition
cognitive mechanisms I pronoun

Table 2: Measures of comments that we track to understand
how users react to events.

An alternative to formulating a single model would have
been estimating effects on the three cohorts separately. Such
a model, however, would not allow cohort specific compar-
isons. A comprehensive model provides additional control,
which allows for quantifying changes that are specific to
joiners and converts while controlling for veterans.

Features describing user comments
We employ four sets of features to track changes in user
commenting behavior in the conspiratorial communities
soon after the occurrence of a dramatic event (see Table 2).

Engagement. Does discussing emerging conspiracy the-
ories increase participation in the conspiracy theory com-
munity? To answer this question, we trace the evolution of
engagementin and engagementout in a time frame surround-
ing the events. These engagement measures characterize the
relationship between users and the conspiracy theory discus-
sion community. In particular, engagementin measures how
much more are users active in r/conspiracy, with respect to
other communities. engagementout, on the other hand, com-
putes how much of the users’ activity belongs to other com-
munities that share members with r/conspiracy.

Interaction quality. To assess changes in quality of user
comments, we compute four measures. First, we compute
delay between two consecutive comments made by the same
user. Delay measures the amount of time users dedicate
to crafting contributions. Second, we use SMOG grade to
measure readability of the content. SMOG estimates the
difficulty of comprehending comments and correlates well
with human judgements of text clarity—high SMOG im-
plies more complex (Diakopoulos 2015). Next, we use the
fraction of function words to assess whether comments are
heavy on linguistic style or on linguistic content. While func-
tion words (such as, pronouns, prepositions, articles, con-
junctions) denote linguistic syle, “content words” (such as
nouns and regular verbs) indicate communication content
(Tausczik and Pennebaker 2010). Finally, we gauge com-
munity feedback through the Reddit score of the comments.
Score captures the difference in upvotes and downvotes re-
ceived by a comment.

Emotional response. Emotional response features mea-
sure the emotions expressed in the user reactions to the
events. First, we use VADER (Hutto and Gilbert 2014) to
analyze sentiment polarity. In addition to sentiment polar-
ity, we analyze psycholinguistic measures that offer a more
nuanced picture of the emotional expressions in user com-
ments. Next, we resort to the Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count (LIWC) dictionary to analyze psycholinguistic mea-
sures in user’s reactions to the dramatic events (Tausczik and
Pennebaker 2010). Previous work found that in the wake of
shooting events, individuals use more expressions of phys-
ical harm and powerlessness, and fewer references to one’s
self with respect to others (Saha and De Choudhury 2017).
Therefore, we capture expressions of physical pain using
the death category, that includes words like “kill”, “grief”,
and “suicide”, and the biological processes category, that
contains words like “blood”, “pain”, and “doctor”. We also
compute expressions of powerlessness using the inhibi-
tion category, that contains words like “block”, “constrain”,
and “stop”. Furthermore, we assess self-centeredness—how
much users pose attention to themselves with respect to
others—with LIWC’s self-referential category.

Argumentation. Finally, argumentation features measure
how users reason about the events. To this end, we detect the
cognitive and dialectic constructs in user comments. We re-
sort to LIWC’s cognitive mechanisms and its subcategories:
causation, certainty, insight, and assent. These categories
have been extensively used for exploring thought processes
(Tausczik and Pennebaker 2010). Furthermore, we detect
sentences with interrogative beginnings, which potentially
question the emerging conspiracy theories.

How dramatic events affect user behavior
Having compiled the list of features representing user’s reac-
tion to an event, we now assess the effect of dramatic events
on user behavior. We employ ITS analysis (described ear-
lier). We compute the four feature sets for all user comments
on Reddit, within a four-month time window surrounding
each event. For space constraints, we only display results
for the Boston marathon bombing event (see Fig. 5).

How does engagement within the conspiracist commu-
nity change? By using engagementin and engagementout
respectively, we assess how engagement in r/conspiracy, and
in other related communities, change in the wake of the
events. Veterans, in particular, show an increase in engage-
mentin at the time of the event, and a small, negative change
in slope in the following weeks. Note that, by definition,
joiners and converts won’t have any value for engagementin.
We also find that engagementout shows contrasting results.
For example, while the engagementout of converts decreases
after the Sandy Hook event, it increases after the Boston
bombing. One possible explanation is that users may take
discussions on an emerging conspiracy theory to a dedicated
community, such as r/findbostonbombers, leading to higher
engagementout. Thus user engagement outside r/conspiracy
may vary depending on the availability of an appropriate al-
ternative community. Interestingly, however, engagementout



Figure 5: Changes in user behavior after the Boston bombing. Users show increased engagement within the conspiracy com-
munity (engagementin, engagementout). Although they comment more frequently after the event (delay), the quality of their
comments worsens: their comments are more complex to read (readability, function words), and receive more negative feed-
back (score). This may be due to emotional shock. Their increasingly self-referential posts (I) express more negative sentiment
(polarity), pain (death, biological processes), and powerlessness (inhibition). As users evaluate emerging conspiracy theories,
their language is simultaneously confirmatory (certainty, causality, insight, assent) and doubtful (interrogative beginning).

peaks for veterans at the time of the event. Their increased
engagement outside the main conspiracy theory commu-
nity may be an effort to spread the emerging theories, and
recruit new users. In particular, future work should verify
whether converts had come in contact with veterans outside
of r/conspiracy before joining the community.

Formulating conspiracy theories that try to explain dra-
matic events can be seen as a collective attempt to define
what threatens the community. Scholars suggest that tak-
ing part in this process should increase the users’ sense
of belonging, and thus their involvement in the community
(Goode and Ben-Yehuda 1994). Indeed, we find these mani-
festations of active participation in the comments with high-
est engagementin, at the time of the events:

“you are in a good position to spread this info to young
people, who are being indoctrinated without knowing it.
young people are our future!”

How does interaction quality change? Users post more
hastily after the events. Veterans wait less time between con-
secutive comments at the time of the event (not statistically
significant for the Boston bombing event). Commenting de-
lay is also at a local minimum for joiners, and increases
with time after the event. Contrary to joiners, converts show
a negative change in slope. Moreover, comments become
more difficult to read at the time of the event for converts
and veterans (except Malaysia Airlines veterans). Text also
shows more function words at the time of the event for vet-
erans and converts, which further decreases for veterans (not
statistically significant). Finally, we analyze the comments’
score, Reddit’s community feedback on comment quality.

We find that all cohorts receive more negative feedback at
the time of the event.

Overall it seems that while engagement within the con-
spiracy theory discussion community increases, the quality
of comments decreases after the events. It is possible that be-
cause of the excitement caused by the dramatic events, users
redact comments more hastily, resulting in less clear and less
meaningful contributions that are unpopular with the com-
munity. Below is an example of an ill-formed, accusatory
comment posted in r/conspiracy after the Sandyhook shoot-
ing event:

“When we call you a paid shill its because we dont be-
lieve you can be this stupid on your own so you should take it
as a complement”

Another possibility is that the text is less readable because
of higher complexity of content. This interpretation suggests
that users express more convoluted arguments as emerging
conspiracy theories take shape.

How do expressed emotions change? Both veterans and
converts express more negative sentiment at the time of the
event, and all cohorts express more positive sentiment as
time passes (with the exception of Sandy Hook and Malaysia
Airlines joiners). Death-related words increase at the time
of the event and subside with time for all cohorts (with the
exception of Sandy Hook converts). For converts and veter-
ans, inhibition words peak at the time of the event and then
subside. Conversely, joiners use increasingly more inhibi-
tion words after all events. Veterans and converts use less
biological processes, while veterans and joiners show more
self-centeredness at the time of the event.



Heightened emotionality and personal involvement may
drive individuals to accept conspiracy theories. Conversely,
popular conspiracy theories often appeal to emotional rather
than rational responses (Clarke 2002; Sunstein 2016). We
find that r/conspiracy users show emotional shock after the
events. The following comment exemplifies the negativity
that follow the events:

“[...] I’m saddened like I said. Am I shocked that this
s[**]t goes on in a society that almost revolves around and
glorifies violence? Not really, sadly. Not really. [...]”

Especially, cohorts exhibit less interpersonal focus, i.e.,
they mention themselves more than others in the discus-
sions following the events. This may be because they iden-
tify themselves as potential victims of the alleged conspiracy
(Sunstein and Vermeule 2009).

How does argumentation change? Emerging conspiracy
theories that aim to explain dramatic events lack consensus
at first. We track linguistic markers of argumentation to bet-
ter understand how users reason about the events and the
ensuing conspiracy theories.

Cognitive processes peak at the time of the event, and sub-
side with time (except Sandy Hook converts). Interestingly,
causation, certainty, insight, and sentences with interroga-
tive beginnings, all show increases at the time of the event,
and subside with time after the event, with few exceptions
(e.g., causality does not shows positive trends in all Boston
cohorts). Furthermore, converts show decreased use of as-
sent words (such as “agree”, “Ok”, “yes”) at the time of the
event, while joiners usage of assent words drops steadily af-
ter the event.

These results corroborate previous scholarly claims that
evaluating dramatic events may be cognitively demanding
(Swami et al. 2014). Additionally, processing the new con-
spiracy theories that emerge with them may require arbitra-
tion and argumentation as demonstrated by the usage dy-
namics assent, certainty and interrogative beginnings. It ap-
pears that all cohorts undergo a phase in which they express
certainty, but at the same time they introduce more questions
in the discourse:

“How would you hear about it? I’m sure they would try to
make it as secret/non-threatening as possible. Even the nazi’s
kept the abduction of jews quiet for a little while.”

This apparent contradiction is in line with prior work on con-
spiracy theorizing, which proposes that the exposure to new
and potentially unsettling information strengthens irrational
beliefs. Intuitively, this phase of elaboration on the events
corresponds to the process of conspiracy theory formation.

Discussion
Dramatic events reinforce the conspiracy theory commu-
nity. By using a casual inference based approach, we are
able to observe the effects that dramatic events have on a
community dedicated to conspiracy theory discussions. The
increasing trends in user engagement following these events,
coupled with r/conspiracy’s steady influx of new users and
overall rise in user engagement throughout users’ lifespans,

together suggest that dramatic events have a reinforcing ef-
fect on a conspiracy discussion community. Social psychol-
ogists have offered two key predispositions that lead people
towards conspiratorial ideation. Both are in line with our ob-
servations. The first is a propensity to attribute the source of
unexplained or extraordinary events to unseen, intentional
forces; in other words, a tendency to draw connections be-
tween seemingly related phenomenon (Oliver and Wood
2014). The events in our study are extraordinary events
which are lacking clarity at the time of occurrence. This in
turn indicates their proclivity to spur conspiratorial discus-
sions. The second predisposition is a natural attraction to-
ward melodramatic narratives as explanations for prominent
events. Scholars have argued that this conspiratorial predis-
position is the reason behind why ordinary people adopt con-
spiracy theories. We do observe heightened anxiety and neg-
ative emotion through their persistent usage of death related
words and expressions of negative sentiment. These nega-
tive expressions further amplify at the time of the event for
all three user cohorts. These results suggest that dramatic
events may trigger users with existing conspiratorial predis-
positions to embrace new conspiracy theories. Moreover, the
steady increase in engagement of new adoptees (i.e. joiners
and converts), indicates that dramatic events can nudge new
adoptees into becoming well integrated members of the con-
spiracy community (Rokeach 1968).

Countering conspiracism. Our results suggest that dra-
matic events may be a particularly fertile ground for the
growth of conspiracy theory communities. Thus, institutions
aiming to counter conspiracism should focus their efforts
in these communities, especially at the time when an am-
biguous public event occurs. Our findings lead us to think
that these efforts should also target user cohorts differently.
We assign users to cohorts in the context of each dramatic
event and report significantly different behavioral patterns.
Converts, for example, despite being active Reddit users,
abstain from r/conspiracy discussions until after the events.
Moreover, even after joining the community, their argumen-
tation is the least certain. Thus among all the other cohorts,
converts might be the most skeptical of conspiracist expla-
nations. They also show the lowest contribution effort and
lowest overall engagement within the conspiracist commu-
nity. These results imply that in the long term, converts will
not become core members of the community. In contrast,
joiners are particularly eager r/conspiracy contributors since
they join the community despite being new to Reddit and
remain engaged throughout their lifespan. Hence, it is likely
that joiners will eventually become stable veterans. Thus,
organizations working towards dispelling conspiratorial be-
liefs should focus their efforts on joiners over other cohorts.
Timely intervention is important because joiners show the
most extreme signs of distress at the time of the events and
the most radical changes as time after the events passes. The
initial phase of elaboration of the emerging theories may be
when an intervention is most effective.

Finally, longstanding conspiracy theorist are the most dif-
ficult to dissuade—our veterans. Previous work suggests



cognitive infiltration (disrupting consensus among conspir-
acists) as the most effective way to counter conspiracism
among radicalized believers (Sunstein and Vermeule 2009).
We find that veterans show signs of radicalization through
their increased—and increasingly exclusive—engagement
within the conspiracy theory community. Moreover, dis-
cussing emerging conspiracy theories in the wake of dra-
matic events further boosts their engagement. Therefore,
early identification of veterans is crucial for effectively
countering conspiratorial ideation. After all veterans only
become fully engaged within the conspiracy community in
their later years.

Conclusions
This work analyzes users discussing four dramatic events in
r/conspiracy, a popular Reddit community dedicated to dis-
cussing conspiracy theories. We find that the time of occur-
rence of dramatic events corresponds to peak recruitments
in the community. Among these recruits, joiners become
proficient members of r/conspiracy—more so than converts.
We devise measures of engagement with the conspiracy the-
ory community on Reddit at large, and find that joiners
and veterans become increasingly engaged with the commu-
nity throughout their tenure. Then, we quantify longitudinal
changes in user behavior in the wake of the events, and find
that, although users become more engaged with the com-
munity after the events, they contribute comments of lower
quality, express emotional distress, and exhibit confused ar-
gumentation. Nonetheless, this work has several limitations.
Although we apply causal inference methods to assess the
effect of events on user behavior, causality claims should
be cautiously considered. Moreover, network analysis of the
online conspiracist community could also help disentangle
the informational and social roles of user cohorts. Finally,
this work finds that multiple communities of Reddit relate
to conspiracism. An actionable definition of “conspiracist
community” would grant better understanding of the move-
ment, and better strategies to counter it.
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